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Abstract: This paper introduces a simple and effective improved one-dimension (1D) Logistic chaotic map. Simulations
and performance evaluations show that the improved 1D Logistic chaotic map is able to get larger chaotic range and better
chaotic behaviors compared with its prototype map. To investigate its applications in multimedia security, I propose an efficient encryption algorithm for color image. Firstly, used an improved 1D Logistic chaotic map to confuse the addresses
of a color image pixels. Secondly, decomposed the resultant image into 24-bits planes to get a bit-matrix containing a
mixture of the red, green and blue elements. Finally, utilized global diffusion to permute the bit-matrix which makes the
three elements influence each other effectively without neglecting the relativity between R, G and B. Computer simulations indicate that the proposed algorithm has some good properties such as easy to implement, large key space, and excellent encryption effect with just one round of iteration. Hence, it has application in secure communication to enhance
the security of transmitting color image.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Based on the rapid development of network and multimedia technology, a large number of digital images are being
transmitted and stored over the Internet or wireless networks.
However, in such interconnected environments, it is becoming a challenge to keep information safe. Digital images security becomes increasingly important in many areas, e.g.,
video surveillance and confidential transmission, telemedicine, military and medical communications.
Traditional cryptosystems such as DES and AES are
found to be inefficient for image encryption because of some
intrinsic features of the image, such as big size, high redundancy of data and strong correlation among neighboring pixels. To adapt those unique characteristics of image data and
to improve efficiency and security of image encryption, numerous special image encryption algorithms were proposed,
such as gray code [1], wave transmission [2], vector quantization [3], fractional wavelet transform [4], p-Fibonacci
transform [5], and chaos [6-10]. Among those algorithms,
the chaos-based algorithms have attracted the interest of
many researchers from science and engineering realms due
to some good properties of the chaotic, such as unpredictable
data and strong sensitivity to initial conditions and system
parameters. Therefore, many chaotic image encryption algorithms have been developed by directly utilizing existing
chaotic systems/maps to their encryption processes. Make
use of one-dimensional (1D) or multi-dimensional (MD)
chaotic systems, many various image encryption schemes
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have been proposed in the past few years [11, 12], which
considers the trade-offs between the security and computational complexity. The 1D chaotic systems have been widely
used for their high efficiency and simple implementation,
however, their weaknesses such as limited range of chaotic
behaviors and non-uniform data distribution of output chaotic sequences, are disturbing [13]. MD chaotic systems, on
the other hand, have more complex dynamical characteristics
and multiple parameters. Nevertheless, multiple parameters
increase the difficulty of their hardware/software implementations and computation complexity [14]. Hence, developing
new 1D chaotic systems with better chaotic performance is
needed.
Most of the proposed algorithms as to color images utilize the same method to encrypt each component, which are
not distinguished from that as to gray images. So, it means
that the same encryption steps needs to be repeated three
times in these schemes and the correlations between R, G
and B components are neglected.
According to the above discussion, this paper introduces
a new chaotic map with a simple structure. It improves existing 1D Logistic chaotic map and has excellent chaotic properties, including a wide range of parameter settings and the
uniform-distributed variant density function. These can be
verified by simulation and analysis of the proposed chaotic
map. To demonstrate its applications, I then introduce a
novel color image encryption algorithm which combined
global diffusion based on improved 1D Logistic chaotic map
makes the three elements influence each other effectively
without neglecting the correlations between R, G and B. Results of the analyses confirm that the proposed algorithm has
some good properties such as easy to implement, large key
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space, and excellent encryption effect with just one round of
iteration. Hence, it can enhance the cryptosystem resistance
against some typical attacks, and can be used in the secure
transmission of color images.

2.1. Improved Logistic Map
The improved 1D Logistic map is defined as follows:
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In mathematics, a chaotic map is a evolution function
that exhibits some sort of chaotic behavior. Maps may be
parameterized by a discrete-time or a continuous-time parameter. Discrete maps usually take the form of iterated
functions.
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where μ and Xn are defined as above, G(k) is an adjustable
function with parameter k. The larger the value of k, the chaotic characteristics of the improved system will be better
(e.g., k= 8 in the paper), floor is the rounding operation, and
n is the iteration number. Here, the ‘floor’ operation is to
ensure its output data within range of [0, 1]. An analysis of
Equation (2) and Equation (3) shows the improved Logistic
map hardware and software implementations are simple.

where Xn is a number between zero and one, and control
parameter μ with range of (0, 4].

2.2. Comparison Logistic Map and Improved Logistic
Map

For evaluating chaotic properties of the Logistic map,
Figs. (1a) and (2a) show the bifurcation diagram and
Lyapunov Exponent, respectively. From Fig. (1a), we can
see that the outputs of the system are more disordered when
the value of μ is just near the four, so it is in chaotic state
with range of [3.57, 4]. However, there has the blank window with in this range which proclaims not all parameters of
the range can make the Logistic map to have chaotic behaviors. For the Lyapunov Exponent, a positive value is usually
taken as an indication that the system is chaotic. As shown in
Fig. (2a), the Lyapunov Exponents of the Logistic map are
negative numbers when parameter μ<3.57. In addition to, the
data range of the chaotic sequences is smaller than [0, 1],
showing the non-uniform distribution in the range of [0, 1].
These narrow down the applications of the Logistic map.

To show the excellent performance of the improved Logistic map, three different aspects will be analyzed here include bifurcation diagram, Lyapunov exponent and histogram of the map.

The Logistic map is a recurrence relation of degree 2,
among 1D chaotic maps, it is widely used in many occasions. Its chaotic behavior can come from very simple nonlinear dynamical equation. Mathematically, the Logistic map
is expressed as:

(

)

(
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)

Hence, an improved 1D Logistic map is introduced to alleviate these weaknesses.

(a)

The bifurcation diagram and Lyapunov Exponent of the
improved Logistic map are shown in Figs. (1b) and (2b),
respectively. As shown in Fig. (1), Logistic map has the limited data ranges within [0, 1], but the output sequences of its
improved map spread out in the entire data range between 0
and 1.
The improved Logistic map has more complex chaotic
properties than its prototype. When Logistic map is out of
the chaotic range, the improved Logistic map can still have
excellent chaotic behaviors. This can be demonstrated by the
results shown in Fig. (2). The Lyapunov Exponents of improved Logistic map is greater than 0 almost in the entire

(b)

Fig. (1). Bifurcation diagrams of the: (a) 1D Logistic chaotic map, (b) improved 1D Logistic chaotic map.
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Fig. (2). Lyapunov Exponent of the: (a) 1D Logistic chaotic map, (b) improved 1D Logistic chaotic map.

(a)

(b)

Fig. (3). Histogram of the: (a) 1D Logistic chaotic map, (b) improved 1D Logistic chaotic map.

range of the parameter settings μ(0, 4]. However, the Logistic map has positive values of Lyapunov Exponents only
within limited ranges.
A histogram is a graphical representation of the
distribution of data, which can give a rough sense of the density of the data, and often for density estimation. To construct a histogram of chaotic map, I have divide the entire
range of [0, 1] into 100 equal intervals, and then count how
many output values of chaotic map fall into each interval.
The histograms of 1D Logistic map and improved 1D Logistic map are shown in Fig. (3). Note that, The distribution of
improved Logistic map density function is more uniform
than its prototype.
Hence, the chaotic performance and the key size of the
improved 1D Logistic map are all better than its prototype.
These properties ensure it well suit able for different applications such as in formation security.

3. THE PROPOSED ENCRYPTION ALGORITHM
To verify the applications of the improved 1D Logistic
map in information security, I propose an efficient encryption algorithm for color image in this section.
A block diagram of the proposed algorithm is shown in
Fig. (4). It has a one-round-encryption structure, and can
transform original color images randomly into different
noise-like encrypted images with excellent confusion and
diffusion properties.
3.1. Image Encryption
For MN 24-bits RGB color image F, I carry out the
encryption algorithm, which consists of two main steps pixels permutation and pixels value diffusion. Detailed procedure of the proposed encryption algorithm is described as
follows:
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Fig. (4). The new color image encryption algorithm.

Step 1: Pseudorandom sequence Xn is generated by
Equation (2)-(3). X0, μ and k are the preset parameters as
secret keys, where n=1,2,…, MN.
Step 2: Sort Xn in ascending order, and obtain the new
sequence X'n. Use a sequence Mn, which has the same size as
Xn, to record the address codes. In other words, Mn denotes
the new subscript of Xn in the new sequence X'n.
Step 3: Suppose the matrix of the red component of image F is FR of size MN. Similarly, the green component of
image F is FG and the blue component of image F is FB. Then
transfer the FR to PR of size 1MN. Similarly, we can get PG
and PB.
Step 4: According to the address codes Mn, I shuffle the
positions of elements in the PR to generate new sequence P
'
'
'
R. Similarly, we can get P G and P B. At this point, pixels
permutation is accomplished.
'

Step 5: Transform each pixel of P R into a 8-bit array, so
the sequence is transformed into a binary matrix IR of size
8MN. Similarly, we can get IG and IB. Then, convert IR, I G
and IB into a large binary matrix S of size24MN by Equation (4), which denote S(x, y), 1x24 and 1yMN. It includes the red, green and blue components of image F simultaneously.

 I , for 1  x  8, 1  y  MN
 R
S x, y =  I G , for 9  x  16, 1  y  MN

 I B , for 17  x  24, 1  y  MN

( )

(4)

(

)
E ( 25  x, y ) = S ( x, M ( g ))

(7)

'

Step 7: Transform binary matrix I R into sequence TR of
size 1MN, obviously, 0TR255. Similarly, we can get TG
and TB. Then transform three sequences TR, TG and TB into
three matrices CR, CG and CB, which size are all MN.
Step 8: Combine three matrices CR, CG and CB to get a
encrypted color image C with the size of MN.
In short, the proposed scheme has at least three following
advantages. In other words, the scheme is able to:
(1) Extract good chaotic sequences from an improved 1D
Logistic map, which has excellent dynamical properties and
easy to implement with both hardware and software.
(2) Encrypt images with excellent characteristics of confusion and diffusion with just one round of iteration.
(3) Enhance the cryptosystem resistance against some
typical attacks.
3.2. Image Decryption
The decryption scheme is identical to the encryption procedure. The difference is that pixels permutation and pixels
value diffusion are carried on with a reversed order in the
decryption scheme.
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSES

Step 6: Use global diffusion to sequentially modify the
elements in the binary matrix S(x, y) to obtain a new binary
matrix E(x, y) of size24MN. The key principle of global
diffusion was showed in Equation (5)-(6):

g = x + y + offset mod MN

( ) ( )
( ) (
)
( ) (
)

 I  x, y = E x, y , 1  x  8, 1  y  MN
 R
 I G x, y = E x + 8, y , 1  x  8, 1  y  MN

 I B x, y = E x +16, y , 1  x  8, 1  y  MN

(5)
(6)

In the Equation (5), offset is a preset parameter as secret
key, 1offsetMN. In the Equation (6), M and S are defined
as above.
It could make the three components of color image influence each other effectively without neglecting the relativities
between R, G and B, so could get better diffusion results.
Step 7. Using Equation (7) to split the binary matrix E(x,
'
'
y) into three binary matrix I R of size 8MN, I G of size
'
8MN and I B of size 8MN.

4.1. Experimental Results
To assess the availability of the encryption scheme, we
conduct some simulations using MATLAB. The image for
testing is a 24-bits RGB color image of size 256256. The
initial values X0=0.25, the controlling parameters are
μ=1.95164, k=8 and offset =3. Then result of encryption and
decryption is showed as Fig. (5).
4.2. Histogram Analysis
Image histogram reflects the distribution of pixel values
of an image. To resist statistic attacks we need a flat enough
histogram for an encrypted image. Fig. (6) shows the histograms of the plain image and the encrypted image, which
include the red, green and blue channels simultaneously. We
can see that, the proposed scheme can get a histogram of the
encrypted image with uniform distribution. This result indicates that it does not offer any clue to make use of statistical
attack on the encryption image.
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Fig. (5). Plain, encryption and decryption images: (a) plain color image, (b) encryption image, (c) decryption image.

(a)

(b)

Fig. (6). Histogram analysis: (a) histogram of the plain image, (b) histogram of the encrypted image.

(a)

(b)

Fig. (7). Key sensitivity: (a) decrypted image with correct key={1.95164, 0.25, 8, 3}, (b) decrypted image with wrong
key={1.9516400000000001, 0.25, 8, 3}.

4.3. Key Space and Sensitivity Analysis
To offer a highly secure encryption algorithm, the key
space should be large enough to let any brute force attack
invalid. My encryption algorithm has four secret key, which
they are μ, X0, k and offset, where μ(0, 4] and X0(0,1). the
sensitivity variation is μ=10-16 and X0=10-16. So, the secret
key space is almost 1040.
For the improved 1D Logistic chaotic map, the sensitivity
to initial conditions is high. So the proposed scheme is very
sensitive to slight differences in secret keys. Fig. (7) shows
the decrypted image with the wrong key, which illustrates a
slight fluctuation will lead to a wrong decryption.
4.4. Correlation of Two Adjacent Pixels
Correlation coefficient is employed to measure the correlations between two adjacent pixels in a certain direction in

the image. The closer correlation coefficient come near to 1,
the more correlations will strengthen. So, we can use it as a
means for encryption performance estimation. The correlation coefficient is given in Equation (8) [15].

rxy =

( )
D ( x)  D ( y)
Cov x, y


1 K
E x =  xi

K i=1


K
2
1
D x =  xi  E x

K i=1


K
Cov x, y = 1  xi  E x yi  E y
K i=1


()

(

()

( )

(

( ))

( )) (

( ))

(8)
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(a)

(b)

Fig. (8). Correlation of two neighbor pixels: (a) distribution of horizontally neighbor pixels in the red channel of the plain image, (b) distribution of horizontally neighbor pixels in the red channel of the encrypted image.
Table 1.

Correlation coefficients of adjacent pixels.
Correlation Coefficients of Adjacent Pixels
Directions

Plain Image

Encrypted Image

Red

Green

Blue

Red

Green

Blue

Horizontal direction

0.9678

0.9587

0.9724

0.0019

0.0027

0.0033

Vertical direction

0.9596

0.9168

0.9403

0.0022

0.0041

0.0021

Diagonal direction

0.9304

0.9378

0.9518

0.0043

0.0017

0.0036

(a)

(b)

Fig. (9). Cutting attacks and reconstructed image: (a) the encrypted image with a 5258 data loss, (b) reconstructed image of (a).

(a)

(b)

Fig. (10). Noise attack and reconstructed image: (a) the encrypted image with 2% Gaussian noise, (b) reconstructed image of (a).
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where x and y are gray-scale pixel values of the plain and
encrypted images. 3000 pairs of neighbor pixels (in vertical,
horizontal, and diagonal direction) from red, green and blue
channel of the plain and encrypted images were randomly
chose and the correlation coefficients are counted in three
directions, separately. The result of the red channel of plain
and its encrypted image in horizontal direction is plotted in
Fig. (8). The numerical results are shown in Table 1. These
results suggest that the proposed scheme has the low correlation between neighbor pixels in all three directions.
4.5. Data Loss Attack and Noise Attack
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